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1 Executive Summary 

This deliverable describes the methodology and text data being collected per 
language within Task 3.4, to keep the vocabularies and language models of the 
large vocabulary speech recognition (LVCSR) systems in the broadcast news 
domain updated on a daily basis. 

 

2 Adaptation methodology 

The idea behind the daily adaptation is to ensure that the LVCSR systems are able 
to recognize new words, which are introduced by the broadcasting community in 
their day to day vocabulary as news change. To accomplish this, the most recent 
news texts are used to adjust the vocabulary of the models with new words every 
day.  

The adaptation text data is acquired by an automatic crawler that extracts text from 
web news pages. Given the day to day variability of a broadcaster’s vocabulary, the 
language models are rebuilt every day in order to adapt them to a more current 
word context. 

Adaptation is conducted using the following automatic procedure for each language. 
The system starts by selecting the last seven days of the crawled data and 
normalizing it. Normalization cleans the data by removing text artifacts and 
converting non-alphabetic entities. Once this step is complete, the system builds a 
vocabulary by combining word counts from the recent data, the manual 
transcriptions and the full text corpora – described in the updated version of 
deliverable D2.3. Three language models are then built for each data set, using the 
new vocabulary. The final updated language model is constructed by mixing the 
three generated models and thus obtaining a model that is closer to current news 
topics. 

 

3 Adaptation data sources and amounts 

The following sections include tables with the specific adaptation data sources and 
the amount of text data collected on average per day for each language. 

 

3.1 Basque 

 

Publication Description Average Amount per Day 

(# words) 

Percentage 

BERRIA Local newspaper, fully in Basque 20.263 70.04% 

HITZA Regional edition of BERRIA 8.669 29.96% 

  28.933 100% 

Table 1. Basque adaptation data sources and average amounts per day 
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3.2 Spanish 

 

Publication Description Average Amount per Day 

(# words) 

Percentage 

ABC Online version of the national 
newspaper 

75.712 43.18% 

EL PAIS Online version of the national 
newspaper 

65.054 37.10% 

Euronews Spanish euronews website 34.569 19.72% 

  175.334 100.00% 

Table 2. Spanish adaptation data sources and average amounts per day 

 

3.3 Portuguese 

 

Publication Description Average Amount per Day 

 (# words) 

Percentage 

RTP Online version of newspaper 11.926 45.95% 

Euronews Portuguese Euronews website 14.033 54.05% 

  25.959 100.00% 

Table 3. Portuguese adaptation data sources and average amounts per day 

 

3.4 Italian 

 

Publication Description Average Amount per Day 

 (# words) 

Percentage 

AGI Online version of newspaper 13.274 48.24% 

Euronews Italian Euronews website 14.242 51.76% 

  27.516 100 % 

Table 4. Italian adaptation data sources and average amounts per day 

 

Publication Description Average Amount per Day 

(# words) 

Percentage 

GDP Online version of newspaper 45.567 100.00% 

  45.567 100% 

Table 5. Swiss Italian adaptation data sources and average amounts per day 
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3.5 French 

 

Publication Description Average Amount per Day 

(# words) 

Percentage 

LeMonde Online version of newspaper 159.299 90.18% 

Euronews French Euronews website 17.340 9.82% 

  176.639 100.00% 

Table 6. French adaptation data sources and average amounts per day 

 

3.6 German 

 

Publication Description Average Amount per Day 

(# words) 

Percentage 

DerSpiegel Online version of newspaper 53.478 95.24% 

Euronews German Euronews website 2.671 4.76% 

  56.149 100.00% 

Table 7. German adaptation data sources and average amounts per day 

 

4 Conclusions 

Daily adaptation works well using small amounts of data. The main concern is to 
obtain new words that occur in recent news topics. The methodology has been 
implemented for all the targeted languages for which web news are being crawled 
on a daily basis.  

However, the average amount of crawled words is lower than expected in some 
languages. Our target is to get averages between 100k and 200k in order to achieve 
a good coverage of current topics. For this reason, it is our intention to add more 
sources to the daily crawler, in particular for Basque, Portuguese, Italian and 
German.  

The adaptation data being collected constitutes an extra language resource 
sharable through the SAVAS META-SHARE repository. Negotiations with the data 
owners are ongoing within WP3. If data sharing agreements are reached, the daily 
adaptation data being collected will be shared through the SAVAS META-SHARE 
repository. 

 


